
  GOLFING ON THE 

            ALPINE GREEN
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

The largest golf club in the Austrian Alps with its two 
18-hole courses “Schmittenhöhe” and “Kitzsteinhorn” is 
a member of the “Leading Golf Courses”, offering flat, 
park-like territory, many natural biotopes and charming, 
reed-bordered lakes. After the round of  golf you can  
visit the restaurant with its impressive panorama terrace.
The golf club was presented with the Golfrevue Award 
for the “GOLFCLUB OF THE YEAR” and offers a unique 
combination of skiing &golf.
 And: all guests of a golfclub partner hotel benefit  
from up to 30 percent discount on their greenfees!



BICYCLE TOURS:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

On diverse Zell am See-Kaprun cycle routes 
that range from sporty to comfortable, the fun  
of movement is the main thing.

The routes can be short and flat or more demand-
ing ascents, but always fascinating. Whether  
you like racing bikes, mountain bikes or e-bikes: 
explore the region’s multifarious landscape!



  WHERE SUMMER
    MEANS OPPORTUNITY:

LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

Zell am See & Kaprun
Hiking, mountain biking, paragliding – there is plenty to do  
in this wonderful region. You can enjoy adventurous outdoor  
activities, hiking trails through spectacular landscape or a  
diverse range of water sports. The two legendary holiday  
resorts Zell am See & Kaprun, embedded in a picturesque  
Alpine setting, also offer many different attractions.

Climbing & mountaineering
The Hohe Tauern region and the rock 
face of the northern Chalk Alps offer a 
challenge for beginners and experts alike.

A summer stroll
The many shops, chic boutiques 
and the weekly market are all 
perfect for a leisurely stroll.



Kaprun Castle
The castle has been a place of historical, artistic  
and cultural significance since the 12th century.  
Today it hosts the Burgfest castle festival, one of  
the summer highlights of Zell am See-Kaprun.

Canyoning & rafting
Glide through the wild water of  
the nearby rivers Salzach and  
Saalach. Experienced guides are  
happy to accompany you.

Tranquillity and relaxation
In the midst of breathtaking 
landscape your pulse will calm, 
if you so wish...



Boat trips
Enjoy a round trip on Lake Zell: From the sundeck 
lounge on the deck of the MS Schmittenhöhe and  
its three sister ships you can enjoy breathtaking  
views of the surrounding mountains.
 

Lido
The region’s lidos, with their water slides and 
heated pools, provide plenty of relaxation  
and entertainment from May to September – 
surrounded by beautiful countryside and a 
picturesque Alpine panorama.

Sailing & water skiing 
You can obtain the internation-
ally recognised sailing license 
at one of the local sailing 
schools. Two times Olympic 
winner Hans-Peter Steinacher 
learnt how to sail on Lake Zell!

5-STAR WATER QUALITY:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!



The blue sky is reflected in the clear water  
of the lake. Its water is good enough to drink, 
and there are four different lidos to choose 
from. The water’s movement encourages 
visitors to surf or take a boat trip on Lake Zell, 
or to go rafting, kayaking or canyoning on the 
rivers Salzach or Saalach.



  AT THE PEAK OF

    POSSIBILITIES:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

Schmidolin’s baptism of fire & chair of fire
Fun for all the family: follow the footsteps  
of the Schmidolin mascot. New: kids between 
6 and 14 can enjoy the fun on e-bikes!

Fabulous Schmitten
Austria’s most beautiful panorama 
mountain invites you to stay for a while 
as you enjoy the view across more than 
30 three-thousand-metre peaks or hike 
along the many exciting adventure trails.

‘Art on the mountain’ summer
The many oversized sculptures  
are a unique cultural attraction.



Maiskogel & Maisiflitzer 
Kaprun’s family and indulgence mountain has great 
hiking trails and plenty of places to stop for a meal 
or snack. The children’s and leisure park with Alpine 
rollercoaster “Maisiflitzer”, children’s traffic park, 
petting zoo, biotope with educational trail, bike park 
and much more are sure to make your children’s 
hearts beat faster.

Kitzsteinhorn: Gipfelwelt 3000  
Freedom at more than 3,000 metres altitude: the panorama  
platform ‘Top of Salzburg’ affords magnificent views of the  
biggest national park in the Alps. More information is provided by 
the info stations of the National Park Gallery and the Cinema 3000. 
Visit the summit restaurant and enjoy its culinary highlights.

ICE Arena
This unique adventure area by  
the glacier plateau offers  a snow 
beach and sun lounges, slides, a 
magic carpet and much more.



LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

         400 KM OF

HIKING TRAILS JUST WAITING FOR YOU:



The snow has melted and flowed into the valley, everything  
that was white in winter is now green. The people follow the 
path of the water, across rugged rocky landscapes and lush 
pastures. In Zell am See-Kaprun there is much to choose from: 
a family excursion, a high-altitude tour of three-thousand-metre 
peaks, guided hiking tours and tours accompanied by foresters 
at National Park Hohe Tauern.


